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but it can still hold its own -- especially if you knock it into full manual mode by selecting "Tripod" instead of "Handheld" in the video menus. Don't worry, you won't hurt anything shooting from ...

Shooting around with the Nikon D3S: the field review
We’re not suggesting you shoot motorsport photography on a monopod exclusively. But if you’re keen on racing and using heavy kit, a monopod could prove a great addition to your kitbag. Set the monopod ...

How to shoot motorsports with a monopod: get sharper shots, and no arm-ache!
By allowing users to mount Sony E-mount lenses on compatible Nikon Z-mount cameras, Techart's TZE-01 adapter brings us one step closer to that distant dream of universally interchangeable lens–camera ...

Choose your own adventure with Techart's E-mount to Z-mount adapter
In Manual mode, both dials are active to change the shutter speed ... and autofocus assist menu commands are in the Setup menu, rather than the shooting menu. Nikon included a GPS menu with the ...

Record Screens & Menus
Manual exposure mode offers independent control of both shutter ... hall with the 8700's standard equipment. If your indoor shooting needs exceed the 8700's abilities, the addition of Nikon's WC-E80 ...

Nikon Coolpix 8700 Review
In the last year or so, Nikon has been moving to address ... it took me a few minutes to discover the full Manual exposure mode, buried in the shooting menu). Operating under either automatic ...

Nikon Coolpix 4300 Digital Camera
The entry-level cameras from Canon and Nikon both sport a variety of useful ... aperture and shutter speed independently in manual exposure mode. Changing both aperture and shutter settings ...

Canon T6i vs. Nikon D3400
Great places to find birds of prey to get you started are nature reserves, such as RSPB (Royal Society for the Protection of Birds) Titchwell and RSPB Minsmere. They have various habitats that suit ...

5 tips to capture great bird in flight photography
In the world of DSLR shooting, you can certainly ... our settings while the D3200 was in Manual mode. The potential for this to be a differentiator for Nikon is huge. Having a remote trigger ...

Nikon WU-1a wireless mobile adapter for D3200 review: using Android as a remote trigger / wireless display
For Christmas that year I got a Nikon D40. I did not totally understand ... With my DSLR cameras I found myself almost always shooting in Aperture mode, since it has arrived I have been using the Z5 ...

About Nikon Z5 Refurbished
For Christmas that year I got a Nikon D40. I did not totally understand ... With my DSLR cameras I found myself almost always shooting in Aperture mode, since it has arrived I have been using the Z5 ...

Nikon Z5 Full Frame Mirrorless Camera Body - Refurbished by Nikon U.S.A.
I could still use it, but I had to stay in liveview mode ... the Nikon 50mm f/1.8 E-series lens is abundant on ebay and you can sometimes find them for $25. It was an entry-level lens when it was new, ...

How to use vintage lenses on your mirrorless camera or DSLR
Likewise, the current APS-C class-leaders, Nikon’s D500 ... for hand-held shooting. Files are recorded to dual SD slots, one of which supports high-speed UHS-II media. The two cards can either be used ...

Pentax K-3 Mark III review
The 85mm length is a comfortable shooting ... Nikon's other lenses, the autofocus motor is not only smooth, but quiet as well. A focus mode switch allows you to quickly switch between auto and ...

Review: Best Nikon Lenses
Nikon is taking a trip back to its glory days of 35mm film photography with its second Z-series APS-C (DX) mirrorless camera, the Z FC. Designed to evoke the company's famous FM2 SLR from the '80s ...

Nikon's Z FC mirrorless camera recalls the glory days of 35mm film
It's great for experienced photographers looking for full-featured manual controls ... to easily make it through a day's worth of shooting. With Nikon's traditional d-pad and a number of dials ...

The best cameras in 2021
Another advantage is that DSLRs have interchangeable lenses, so you can change the lens according to the type of photo you want to take, or the setting in which you’re shooting. DSLRs also allow ...

Best DSLR Camera 2021 • 6 DSLR Cameras Reviews
Viltrox 85mm f/1.8 STM Nikon Z-mount ... It's a manual-focus only lens, but is widely regarded as one of the sharpest available for DSLRs and is ideal for shooting astrophotography or portraits ...

Best Prime Day camera deals 2021: the biggest photographic savings we saw
This year we saw price drops on lenses for most camera brands, including Canon, Nikon ... don't mind learning manual focus, this bright 12mm wide-angle prime is ideal for shooting landscapes ...

Best Prime Day camera lens deals 2021: the biggest price cuts we saw this year
Nikon is taking ... tracking with a wide focus mode, expanding where the camera looks for a subject. You can shoot oversampled 4K video using the full sensor width, and the Z FC introduces full-time ...
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